ASIA PACIFIC PROJECT CONTROLS

INNOVATION PROJECT OF THE YEAR

Judges are looking to recognise the use of innovation within Project Controls for projects (encompassing projects,
programmes or portfolios) and see how its wider use within organisations and society can contribute to successful
change.
Innovation could include a method employed, the overall novelty of the project or the transformative outcome in
creating more professionalism by, for example, gaining inclusion into the various BoK’s (Body of Knowledge) that exist
and therefore be available to be part of the daily practice of Project Control professionals wherever they are.
Each of the criteria is scored between 0 (no evidence at all) and 10 (perfect evidence) with each section being weighted
accordingly (see %).

PROJECT CONTROLS MANAGEMENT (20%)
Context: 250 words
Describe the background of the project and the specific innovation including how the need for it arose. What specific
aspect of professionalism was it aimed at addressing?

Delivery: 250 words
Describe the methods and techniques used to effectively manage the delivery of the innovation including outputs,
outcomes and any benefits. How did this positively impact the ultimate delivery? Was it still ultimately delivered on
time, to budget and to the required standard?

Interfaces: 250 words
How did the management of the innovation interface with other areas and disciplines? Outline any disciplines,
challenges or barriers that needed to be overcome.

People: 250 words
Outline who worked on the project, who came up with the innovation and explain how they were motivated. Explain
how the innovation and attitude of the innovator, and their relationships, were effectively managed. How was a
professional approach developed and maintained throughout?

There will be no discussions or interviews with applicants of the awards’ submissions. Each written submission and documents are reviewed by a team
of independent, professional, industry judges who will not confer on entries. Their decisions are final.
Please note our rules of entry document on www.projectcontrolexpo.com/aus/awards
From 25th May 2018 it is essential for organisations to be GDPR compliant. On the Awards web submission form there is a check box to allow your
submitted data to be used for the awards judging process. Please ensure the box is checked for your submission to be valid.
Project Controls Expo is organised by ProjectControlsOnline.com (PCO) and supported by AACE, ACostE, ECITB and PMI UK.

CHALLENGES, INNOVATION AND LESSONS LEARNED (50%)
Challenges: 250 words
What difficulties were encountered during the implementation of the innovation within your project? How did you or
the business overcome these challenges?

Innovation: 500 words
Explain in detail what the specific innovation was and how it was used to transform the way Project Controls were
utilised within the project to assist its delivery:
What tools and techniques were used to manage this specific innovation?
How did this impact the successful delivery of the project? How can the universal profession benefit
because of this innovation?
Do you expect this innovation to reflect in future BoK (Body of Knowledge) publications e.g. APM BoK
or PMI BoK? If not, why not?

Lessons learned: 250 words
What were the key lessons learned from this innovation that have been captured and shared within your
organisation or project?
What methods were used to document and then share these experiences internally?
What process has been utilised to share it to wider society?

RESULTS & BENEFITS (30%)
What results have been seen to date from the innovation? 250 words
What realistic future results are expected from the innovation and how will this be measured? 250 words
Describe the results of your project and the benefits to your organisation. How did your project achieve what it set
out to do? 250 words
Describe the results and benefits for your project team. What will the project team take away with them into the next
project? 250 words
Describe the results and the benefits for the customer/end user. Why was your project seen as a success? 250 words
Describe the results and benefits for other stakeholders. How does the successful delivery of this project benefit
wider society? 250 words

There will be no discussions or interviews with applicants of the awards’ submissions. Each written submission and documents are reviewed by a team
of independent, professional, industry judges who will not confer on entries. Their decisions are final.
Please note our rules of entry document on www.projectcontrolexpo.com/aus/awards
From 25th May 2018 it is essential for organisations to be GDPR compliant. On the Awards web submission form there is a check box to allow your
submitted data to be used for the awards judging process. Please ensure the box is checked for your submission to be valid.
Project Controls Expo is organised by ProjectControlsOnline.com (PCO) and supported by AACE, ACostE, ECITB and PMI UK.

